A recent application of the theory of linear displacements to the theory of semi-simple and simple continuous groups was given by Cartan and Schouten (1925. 3).
2. The n-Dimensional Manifold and Ricci Algebra. The geometry of linear displacement starts with the assumption of sets of points which constitute a domain of an n-dimensional manifold.
Such a domain will be denoted by X n . This assumption implies a set of postulates which are discussed by Veblen (1925. 16, pp. 132-136) .* Veblen introduces points as undefined terms and asserts that there exists a way of labelling the points in a biunique way by means of ordered sets of n numbers x\ v = 1, 2, • • • , n. This is equivalent to the introduction of an n-cell as a set of points capable of supporting a euclidean geometry. We then get a set of postulates for an arbitrary geometry of linear displacements, by first giving such a set for a euclidean geometry and then postulating that the geometry under consideration be analytically related to that of Euclid. That means, that if A be a point of the euclidean space, and RA be an n-dimensional region containing A, in which the points are uniquely denoted by coordinates y\ and Rp an analogous region containing a point P of X ni in which the relations of geometry (as the Tx/,) are analytic functions of the coordinates x v , there is an analytic relation and these transformations build up the linear homogeneous or affine group. Hence the infinitesimal region of X n at a point P can be considered as an infinitesimal affine space E n in which the differentials can be regarded as representing a set of rectilinear coordinate axes. Thus we can introduce at one point of an X n the whole algebra of Ricci calculus, which is identical with the theory of invariants and covariants of the linear homogeneous group. Hence we can speak at one point of X n of contravariant, covariant, and mixed quantities (vectors and tensors), the most simple contravariant vector being dx v . The three principal invariant operations between these quantities are 3. Linear Displacement. To begin with, there is nothing to compare the quantities at any point P(x v ) with the quantities at another point Q(x{). At one point P we can at least compare the lengths of vectors in the same direction (for instance we can define nv v as having n times the length of v v *), of simple bivectors v^w^ in the same plane direction, etc. But even this fails at different points, and we can only compare the values at P and Q of a given scalar field. In Riemannian geometry we overcome the difficulty by the introduction of a quadratic differential form (4) ds 2 = gxpdxHx», which enables us (a) to define at one point the length of a contravariant vector and the angle between two of them, (b) to compare these vectors, and hence their lengths and angles at two different points P and P' an infinitesimal distance apart. This is done by geodesic parallelism, introduced by LeviCivita (1917. 1), by means of which it is possible (see also (Schouten 1918. 4) ) to define the covariant differentials of a vector field v v (x l , • • • , x n ), uniquely defined at P and P' : When Sz;" = 0 or 5^\ = 0, we call the respective vectors at P and P' parallel. The formulas (5) define the Riemannian displacement.
In an X n we have no fixed tensor g\ M > but we can still give a definition of parallelism which enables us to retain part of (b). Instead of the { X " M } we therefore introduce, for one set of x v , n 3 arbitrary functions T^ and n s arbitrary functions T X J and define r ôv = dv + ivies' 1 , 
When the T are transformed in this way, Sv v and ôw\ are transformed as vectors. The transformations of the covariant and of the contravariant vectors are independent of each other. As the formulas (7) for 5v v and 8w\ are linear in the dx v , the displacement they define is called the general linear displacement. It passes into the Riemannian displacement if a tensor gx M exists so that do) r;, = r'; = {^}, and if this tensor g X/x is taken as the fundamental tensor (that is, as defining the ds 2 as in (4)). This general linear displacement (7) was first introduced by Schouten (1922. 1 ; see also 1924. 9). Schouten also gave a set of axioms on which this displacement is founded (1924. 9, pp. 63-64). These ideas had been anticipated by König (1919. 1 ; 1920 . 1), whose conclusions will be considered in §11.
When ov v -0, or 8w\ = 0, we say that the corresponding vector is moved parallel to itself in the sense of the defined displacement.
From the covariant differentials we pass to the covariant derivatives by the formulas 
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The covariant differential of a scalar field £(x") is the ordinary differential (15) ôp = dp, dp 4. 77^ Fields C\J and S^'J. The T and I" are not tensors, as is shown by (9) . However (16) c '\u
XM~-r XM '\n has tensor character (Schouten 1922 . 1), as is shown by (9) , or by the formula 
( Hu> = ~ gxagreQ^dx»,
Suppose now, that the T^ can be so chosen that there exists at least one tensor (of rank n) gx*. so that
( Sg Xv = Qd"dx>,
In that case also The proof can be given by the explicit elimination of Tx M and Tx' /f from the equations expressing C x /, S'^J and Q M " (and g (37) and (38), we can construct a set of Tx/x which define a conformai displacement.
In a conformai geometry every tensor
where a is an arbitrary function of x v , has a differential of the form (35) or (36). For we have ( In this case the displacement is called metrical. We may remark that one and only one linear displacement is determined by a field S'^'J alternating in X and y, and a tensor field gx M of rank n, when T\ ll = Sxi l " an d Vcogx/ x = 0. This is a special case of the preceding theorem.
When this tensor g^ is taken as fundamental tensor, we can define length and angle by means of (42) A simple example of a metrical displacement which is not symmetric was given by Cartan (1924.5) and Hessenberg (1925.24) . Take a sphere and a set of meridians on it. Define the displacement by the assumption that a contravariant vector is moved parallel to itself when the angle with the meridians is always the same. Length and angle remain invariant, hence the displacement is metrical. But it is not the displacement of Levi-Civita, hence there must be an affinor SXJJ^O.
It can easily be seen, by (66), that this metric on the sphere is even 1 holonomous (see §8). The geodesic lines of this displacement are the loxodromics of the sphere. For other examples see Cartan (1926. 15) . For the relation to the parallelism of Clifford see Cartan (1924. 5) .
Necessary conditions that a symmetric system of T\ M may be of the form (45) or of the form of Weyl geometry were given by Eisenhart-Veblen (1922. 2) . Extension of their methods can be found in Schouten (1925. 18 ) and VeblenThomas (1923. 14). 
From (48) we see that the equations of geodesies only depend on the symmetric part A^ of T^ (see end §4). The coefficient depends on the choice of the parameter t. We can make a = 0, if we introduce a new parameter I defined, by the equation
with two constants of integration C\ and C%. We thus get the equations of the geodesies :
Hence we have found on a geodesic line a natural scale of measurement determined but for the choice of an origin and a multiplicative f actor (Eisenhart 1922. 5) .
The equation (50) is the starting point for the geometry of paths. The integral curves are the natural generalization of the straight lines of euclidean geometry and of the geodesies of Riemannian geometry. To start with this equation, means to consider the geometry of linear displacements as a geometric theory of a particular kind of differential equations of the more general class Differentiations of (50) 
which converges for all values of t if we assume the A^ to possess derivatives of all orders at Xo , \vo \ to be finite, and 
OEx/xw = Ax M w + 3fi a (xA AtC0 ), Through (58) and (59) new coordinates are defined in a finite region around P(x 0 v ), the normal coordinates. They are the natural generalization of Riemann's normal coordinates for Riemannian geometry,* and were first introduced by Veblen (1922. 3) . Under an arbitrary transformation (4) of the x the y are transformed linearly and homogeneously, as follows from (57), and precisely as the components of a contravariant vector. In an E n the (y v ) would represent the radius vector of a point with respect to P, and then the normal coordinates give a representation of the X n on the E n at P.
The ordinary derivatives of a quantity at P with respect to the normal coordinates at P are components of tensors. The first derivatives with respect to the normal coordinates are identical with the symmetric part of the covariant derivative. A more complete set of formulas (62) is given by Veblen-Thomas (1923. 14, pp. 573-576). . As is easily found from (50) and (58) or from (59), Ax M vanishes for normal coordinates at P. This takes place for every transformation which has two terms in common with the right side of (59), in particular for
Such a system of coordinates is called geodesic (Weyl 1918 . 2, p. 101 of 4th ed.) or path coordinates (Eisenhart, 1923. 11 of v v at Q and the vector obtained by parallel moving of the vector at P along 5 to Q. This integral depends not only on P and Q but also on the curve 5. When it does not depend on the curve, but only on P and Q for every pair of points P and Q, the X n is called holonomous (Cartan 1925 (Cartan .2, see 1923 ). If 5 is closed and Q = P, we find in general a difference after the return of the vector at P to P. This difference can be calculated easily if the closed curve 5 is infinitely small. We find for the difference Dv v at P
where / WM is a unit bivector in the plane element which contains 5 (but for differential elements of higher than the first order), da is the area of the element (both in such a measure that / w/i da represents the bivector of the surface element determined by s), and The interpretation (66), which for the case of a Riemannian geometry was given by Levi-Civita (1917.1), was given for Weyl's geometry by Weyl (1918. 2) . Compare for discussion and exact demonstration Synge (1923.12) and T. Y. Thomas (1926. 3) . See also Eddington (1923. 4, p. 68 , and p. 214 of second edition). The affinor R'^x is subject to the following identities. From the definition equation (66) follows the first identity:
Again, by calculating V[ W V M Vx], first by applying V w to V^x and then alternating, secondly by applying V^Vu] to v\ and then alternating, we find the second identity:
For a symmetric displacement this passes into the form For a Riemannian geometry, this passes into
In a Riemannian geometry, we can deduce from the three identities the fourth: From (87) follows (Eisenhart, 1922. 5; Veblen, 1922. 6; 1922. 13) . The projective theory of affine displacements is the theory of those tensors which are unchanged by the transformation (86). See, however, a remark of Veblen-Thomas (1926. 4 To obtain the projective tensors in a systematic way, we start with the observation of T. Y. Thomas (1925. 7) that the functions --+n XM ----= 0, dp 2 dp dp where p is the projective parameter, defined but for a transformation 
The problem of finding covariants of linear displacements may be stated as the study of the integrability conditions of the equations (9) for T^. In the same way the problem of projective equivalence of two affine displacements may be reduced to the study of the integrability conditions of the equations (97). This has been done by Veblen-Thomas (1925. 8; 1926. 4) , anticipated by J. M. Thomas (1925. 9) and T. Y. Thomas (1925. 7) . They introduce projective normal coordinates, and use them for the deduction of projective covariants. These, however, need not have tensor character. This is only the case if P WM x" = 0. As the main result of this study we may consider a set of completeness theorems and the theorem on projective equivalence of two affine displacements.
For transformations with A = 1 the II^ transform like the Tx M and the p is uniquely determined. This case is called equi-projective (Thomas 1925. 7) .
If the affine displacement can be projectively transformed so that R' wlx x= 0, we call this case projective-euclidean. We then obtain from (87)
The integrability conditions, that (91) may exist under the auxiliary condition (98), reduce to
When however, we apply the identity of Bianchi to (98), we obtain
which for n >2 is identical with (99). In this case the integrability conditions of (91) are a consequence of (98). Then, as Pjux is defined by (91), (98) passes (see (90)) into
For n -2 condition (98) Equations (104) were obtained by Fubini*; equation (106) by Weyl (1918. 3) . We can ask if a conformai transformation can preserve the geodesic lines. Then, by (86) and (104) To obtain the conformai affinor in a systematic way, we start with the remark of J. M. Thomas (1925. 12 ) that the functions 1 (aP + -g va gx, n \ } are unaltered by transformations (102). The Z^ build up a conformai displacement, and are subject to the identity
The paths of the conformai displacement are given by
where c is the conformai parameter. For a discussion of this equation in the same way as (95) see J. M. Thomas (1925. 12) . See also T. Y. Thomas (1925. 15; 1926.*14) .
If the Riemannian displacement can be conformally transformed so that Ru^ = 0, this case is called conformal-euclidean. We then obtain, from (104),
The integrability conditions that (116) may exist under the auxiliary condition (107), reduce to
When, however, we apply the identity of Bianchi to (116), we obtain For n -3, condition (116) is always satisfied. We thus have (see the end of §9) that a Riemannian displacement for n>3 is conformal-euclidean when and only when CV\* = 0, and for n = 3, when and only when s WM , defined by (116), satisfies (117) (Schouten 1921. 7 ; for n = 3 Cotton,* Finzif).
11. The Point of View of Point Displacement. The ideas expressed above all start with the consideration of vectors in the E n at one point P of the X n that are compared to vectors in an E n at another point P' at infinitesimal distance. Cartan has made the remark that this is not the only way to proceed. We can also start with the points in the E n at a point P of X n and define our displacement as a law that enables us to compare the points at P with those at P'. In this manner, Cartan first derived in a new way the asymmetric affine displacement (1922. 8), and later on could come to generalizations of projective and conformai geometry. We limit ourselves here to an exposition of Cartan's ideas for an affine displacement, and only give some outlines of his further generalizations. Consider, for this (Cartan 1923. 21 , the notation is chiefly based on Schouten 1924. 8 and 1926. 12) ,the£ n of the dx v at a point P of theX n and the En at P'. Then the formulas give a law of comparison of the free vectors E n and E n '. We get a law of comparison of the points at E n and E n ' if we also know how a definite point of E n passes into a definite point of E n r . Let us now first obtain in this new way the affine displacements. Introduce in the E n homogeneous coordinates. Every set u a , a = 0, 1, • • • , w + 1, abbreviated ü, determines a point by its proportion. Then a fundamental (n-fl)-cell is defined by w + 1 points üo, üi, Ü2, -• -, ü n . Let üo be P itself, and let ü\, ü 2 , • • • , ü n be the points at infinity at n oblique axes issuing from P. If we now assume an affine correspondence between E n at P and En at P', we get our linear connection defined by
-, »).
If we now fix the correspondence of P to its image in E' by the equation A special case of (119) By means of the formula Difi -f 03^ da 2ï WMa V, we see that a symmetric displacement is characterized by the fact that üo returns in its own place after a transport along a closed circuit. This is another statement of the fact expressed by formula (24) , that in the non-symmetric case the manifold is "infinitely crinkled."
If ^^ = 0, we get an E n . In this case the displacement passes into the correspondence of all points of the E n into themselves.
This last remark leads toward a generalization for the projective and conformai cases, which can now be treated in a way analogous to the preceding paragraph (Cartan 1923. 20; 1924. 4; 1924. 3) . The difference is that the E n at a point P of an X n must be considered as a projective or conformai space. By the introduction of homogeneous coordinates, projective space is equivalent to affine space of n + 1 dimensions; by the introduction of tetracyclical, pentaspherical, etc., coordinates, conformai space is equivalent to affine space of n + 2 dimensions. We thus come to the following generalization: Associate to every point P of an X n an E n+k j k = 0, 1, 2, • • • and generalize the method of the preceding paragraph to this case. We then have three kinds of quantities:
(a) Quantities in X n , defined for the E n of the dx v .
(b) Quantities in the E n+k defined in every E n+k with respect to a system of n + k covariant and n+k contravariant fundamental vectors.
(c) Quantities obtained by summing and multiplying the quantities of first and second kind.
We obtain a displacement if we determine how the quantities of the second kind of the E n+ k at P correspond to those of the E n+ k at a neighboring point P'. We thus obtain a method of treating the results of point displacements by the methods of vector displacement, and find a kind of geometry previously introduced, at least in general, by König (1919. 1; 1920. 1).
Cartan, using his point displacement, now proceeds in an analogous way as in the affine case. He deduces a curvature tensor for the projective and the conformai displacement Moreover, we have
The special coordinate system in X n with respect to which their components are taken is one for which the given affine displacement preserves volume (Cartan 1924 . 4, Schouten 1924 .
If in an X n , n^3, Riemann displacement is fixed but for conformai displacements, there is one and only one symmetric conformai point connection with the orthogonality fixed by g MV , for which J^k &kuk = 0; k, / = 1, • • • , n.
Moreover,
The coordinate system in X n with respect to which their components are taken is an orthogonal system (Cartan 1923. 20 ). Cartan's results are discussed from the point of view of vector displacement by Schouten (1926. 12) , where also some general remarks on their relation toward the group program of Felix Klein's Erlanger address can be found. A good introduction to Cartan's conceptions is given by his papers of a more general character (1924. 5; 1925. 1).
Manifolds Immersed in Manifolds with a Linear Dis-
placement. An important reason for the study of X m , m<n, in an X n with a linear displacement was the desire to have a treatment of affine differential geometry, developed by Blaschke and others,* on the basis of linear displacement. König (1919. 1) pointed out the way, and showed that this affine geometry was the geometry of a linear displacement with (128) Cx/= o, r x % = r/x, iCx"=o. Schouten (1923. 7; 1924. 9) took up König's suggestion and gave an elaborate study of this subject. Cartan (1924. 22; 1924. 1; 1923. 21 ) studied the same subject independently of König. Schouten starts with an X n and a displacement for which C XfJL v = 0, T X/Ji =Tl x . Consider now an X n -\ immersed in the X n , and a point P of X n _i. Let v v be a vector field in X n \ if a vector v v is not situated in the tangential JE W -I at P, we cannot speak without further assumption of the v v -component of v u in jE n _ x . This is only possible after the introduction of a special direction at P not situated in E n _i, the pseudonormal direction. As a covariant vector can be represented by a set of two parallel jE n -ii we see that a covariant vector determines, by its intersection with the tangential J3 w _i, a covariant vector in this jE n _i (representable by two parallel .fîn-2), without any further assumption. After the introduction of a pseudonormal direction, however, it is possible to associate to a covariant vector field in X n -i also a covariant vector field in X n .
In the same way, we can consider tensors, especially the covariant derivatives of scalars and vectors. Let B% be the unit tensor of the X n _i, t\ the tangential covariant vector of the X n -i, and n v a vector in the pseudonormal direction. If we now assume /\w x = 1, which does not fix the scale of measure of t\, we have between B v and the unit tensor A\ of X n the relation
We now define, V^ being the differential operator with respect to the X n , a linear displacement in the X n -\ by means of the equations
Even before introducing a normal vector, we may define the derivative of a scalar field (131) 'V.p = Btfap.
The displacement thus defined is also affine (see (17) and (27) If we define at every point of the X n _i a pseudonormal direction, we can define an affine displacement in the X n __i in such a way that the covariant derivative of a quantity in X n -\ is the X n -vComponent of the covariant derivative with respect to the X n .
The displacement in X n _i is called induced. We now can induce the following tensor : This tensor is perfectly determined after choice of the scale of measure h-In this case a Riemannian displacement is fixed in the X n __i, if Ax M has the rank n -1, and then we take Ax M as fundamental tensor. If P WM x" = 0 in the X n we can show that This condition of apolarity (135) is one of the signs that for the case of ordinary afïine differential geometry we have in hfiX and Qx^, the so-called first and second fundamental tensors. This geometry is obtained, when the X n becomes an E n , through the condition Rl'^ = 0. The theory of X n -i in X n and also Xk in X n (k<n -l) can be developed on this basis. We can obtain, for example, the generalizations of the formulas of Gauss and Codazzi for these cases. The case of r^^r^x for Xk in X n was treated by Hlavat^ (1926. 13) .
Another treatment of these geometries was given by Cartan (1923. 21, vol . 40, p. 403; Cartan has many results not mentioned here). Moreover, Schouten (1924. 9) developed the theory of X k in X n for a Weyl geometry.
Frenet formulas for curves in a general linear displacement and a Weyl displacement, but with fixed g\ M , were found by Juvet (1921. 5 ; 1921. 6 ; 1924. 13 ; 1925. 20) . Schouten gave the general formulas (1924. 9); see also Juvet (1924. 14) .
Eisenhart discussed parallel vector fields in an affine displacement (1922. 4). He calls the vectors of a field parallel to one another, if a scalar a exists, so that we have, independent of the direction of displacement dx", dx K V\av v = 0.
Linear Displacements and Continuous Groups. If we consider the oo
r transformations of an r-parametric continuous group in an X n as points of an X r , we obtain the groupmanifold, in which the parameters are coordinates. Let the transformations be The study of simple and semi-simple groups* under this point of view was started by Cartan-Schouten (1925. 3) . Related to these investigations is a paper of Eisenhart (1925. 10 
